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DAN FR EEMAN, WILEY X
When it comes to protective and high-performance eyewear, Wiley X has the market
cornered. As the family-owned business prepares to launch its latest product –
Captivate – president of marketing and product development, Dan Freeman, explains
how it became one of the biggest brands in sunglasses.
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TTW - HOW DID WILEY X
START OUT AND WHAT GOT
YOU INVOLVED?
DAN FREEMAN – Wiley X
is a family owned business,
started by my father back in
September 1987. Our humble
beginnings consisted of a small
basement oﬃce underneath a
real estate oﬃce in Daly City,
California. I’ve worked here
since the very beginning, part
time, on weekends and during
the summer while still in High
School.
At the time we only had five
employees. I packed sunglasses
and did warehouse work. My
father wanted me to learn the
business from the ground up.
I went off to college in 1989,
earning a degree in marketing
and communications. I’ve
worked at Wiley X full time
since 1994. My brother,
Myles, came on board full
time, two years after me and
he runs worldwide sales and
distribution.
In the beginning, we
sold rack sunglasses to auto
dealerships until my dad came
up with the idea of producing
protective eyewear for military
and first responders. He is a US
army veteran and remembers
the poor equipment he received
while serving. At that time our
company name was Protective
Optics, Inc.
When I graduated and came
onboard full time, I convinced
my father to allow me to come
up with a true brand name.
This was shortly after we
received a ‘cease and desist’ by
a competitor for a style name.
Since the majority of simple,
descriptive names seemed to
be trademarked or used as style
designators in our industry
already, I knew I needed to
come up with a name that
looked and sounded good but
didn’t have any real meaning
– similar to how you see drug
companies nowadays come up
with names for product in their
industry.
From there I began to
travel abroad, learning how
to manufacture eyewear in
countries like Italy and France,

which at the time, were the
experts in the industry. I learned
materials, design, moulding,
parting lines, injection gating,
double injection, fit, function,
lens design, optics, coatings and
so on.
WHAT MAKES WILEY X
PRODUCTS SO UNIQUE AND
HOW DID IT INCORPORATE
THESE FEATURES INTO
GLASSES?
Almost 15 years ago my brother
and I made the conscious
decision to manufacture all of
our products to meet impact
and optical safety standards.
We needed something to
differentiate ourselves from the
large list of sunglass companies
around the world. We wanted to
make consumers question why
our competition doesn’t meet
impact and optical standards.
We wanted to be able to point
to something real, something
that could be measured.
Instead of making flowery
marketing statements about
our product we wanted to make
“true” statements about our
product and back it up through
third party independent lab
testing and certification. This
is truly what makes Wiley X
unique and different in the
industry.
We not only produce some
of the safest eyewear on the
market, we produce some of the
finest optical products in market
and we back it up through third
party, independent testing and
certification. Add patented
performance frame and lens
features and functionality and
you have the most complete
sunglass systems in the world.
HOW HAS TECHNOLOGY
CHANGED WHAT YOU DO AND
HELPED YOU STAY AHEAD OF
THE GAME?
Wiley X spends a tremendous
amount of money on research
and development in order for us
to stay ahead of the game. We
are constantly experimenting
with new frame and lens
materials in order to give our
customer an edge over the
competition We spend a lot of
time on frame fit and function.

The men behind Wiley X: Dan, Myles Snr and Myles Jr Freeman.

Blue Mirror Captivate Lenses.

We listen to our customers
and our ambassadors. They
are the ones out in the field,
performing and competing.
Their feedback is vital in
everything we do. We get them
involved, utilise focus groups
and experiment. There isn’t
just one way to do something.
We try to push innovation
and incorporate what we
learn through research and
development and ambassador /
customer feedback into a final
product.
A perfect example of this –
and new to the market in 2020
– is the proud launch of our

Captivate Color Redefined lens
system to the fishing market.
We realise we are not the
first to market with some sort
of colour-enhancing lens but
we wanted to make the most
complete colour-enhancing lens
on the market. This product has
been in development for over
seven years, incorporating the
feedback we’ve processed from
our ambassadors, professional
athletes and key customers
within our market. This allowed
us to create something that is
truly special.
Our new Captivate focuses
on blocking three bandwidths
www.tackletradeworld.com
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within the visual spectrum to
improve definition and clarity,
with vibrant contrast and vivid
detail.
Captivate allows good blue
light in while blocking harmful
HEV blue violet light, which
reduces glare and reflected blue
light off moisture in the air.
Blocking this blue also reduces
the risk of damage to retinal
cells and age-related macular
degeneration.
Captivate also filters two
bandwidths of light where blue
merges with green and green
merges with red. This light is
considered confusing light to
the eye. This allows more light
where it’s easier for your eyes to
see, resulting in enhanced blues,
greens and reds for a true colour
experience.
We have introduced eight
tints in the Captivate family
that, based on time of day,
weather or light condition, will
greatly enhance what you see,
giving the user a competitive
advantage over the competition.
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YOU ARE ABOUT TO LAUNCH
SOME MORE EYEWEAR IN
FEBRUARY. CAN YOU TELL US
ANYTHING ABOUT IT YET?
Yes, we have a new product
that is a game changer as far
as cutting glare, ventilation
and controlled air flow. We
spent several years perfecting
this model based on feedback
from our fishing pros and
ambassadors. This model is called
the Breach.
The Breach is part of our
Climate Control Series which
incorporates a removable foam
gasket or Facial Cavity Seal to
the frame. The FCS includes a
multi-layer foam that allows the
user to create an impenetrable
seal around the wearer’s eyes.
This protects the wearer from
wind, dust, dirt and debris
while also eliminating annoying
reflected sunlight from the
peripheral or from the user’s
cheeks.
The Breach also incorporates a
patented louvre system on both
the right- and left-hand side of
the frame. This allows the user to
control or regulate the amount

of airflow between the sunglass
frame with the FCS system and
the wearer’s eyes. In situations
that require more airflow, the
user can toggle between the open
or closed position.
It’s the most functional
performance fishing sunglass on
the market today.
WHAT’S THE MOST SATISFYING
PART OF YOUR JOB?
I love creating product that
helps the customer do their job
better, perform better, compete
better while still maintaining a
cool, rugged look and feel. At
Wiley X, we look at our product
as more than a sunglass. We are
a piece of equipment or tool in
your tackle box that will make
you better, at everything you do.
When you wear Wiley X, you go
confidently.
WHICH PRODUCT ARE YOU
MOST PROUD OF AND WHY?
That’s a tough question. I’m
proud of the entire line because
my brother and I made the
conscious decision to produce
something that looks good

and performs in almost any
environment but, most of all,
it’s safe and can protect the user
from most accidents that occur
in our daily lives.
We’ve received hundreds, if
not thousands of e-mails and
letters over the years where our
product saved someone’s sight
or, literally, their lives. We’ve
been protecting armed forces
around the world with this
eyewear for over 32 years. This
is what makes me most proud.
We are protecting those that are
protecting our freedom.
WHERE DO YOU SEE THE
FISHING EYEWEAR INDUSTRY
GOING NEXT?
Not to give anything away but
I think lens technology will
continue to be a driving force
behind the fishing market. We
are already working on new lens
and frame technologies that will
continue to serve as a tool in our
customers’ tackle box.
WILEY X
www.wileyx.com
www.wileyx.eu
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